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Make your products taste unique, home cooked  
and 'chef prepared' 
 

Azelis represents Activ International – a worldwide specialist of savoury solutions 

and natural colours, clearly positioned as a quality solutions provider.  

Activ International is able to propose applications to demonstrate the efficiency  

of the flavours, extracts or solutions to enhance processed food.  

 

Contact us now for further information or samples.  

 

Kind regards, 

 
Pia Secher 

Technical Product Manager 

Product lines include: 

 Seafood Marinextract™: unique items with the profile of freshly  
fished seafood. 

 Flavours ranging from meat, seafood and vegetables, developed with  
the target to bring colourful and tasteful profile of chef’s cuisine. 

 Chef’s Grill™ line, obtained through a US patented exclusive process;  

the Chef’s Grill™ can be utilised as such or co-processed with other raw 
materials to mimic the taste of backyard-charred meats. 

 Culinary solutions: a straight answer to industrial use, developed 

following customer demand. Flavours, spices, colours and technological 
ingredients mixed together, saving time and money on processing. 

 Ethnic pastes: testimony of their expertise in cuisine, this line brings 
richness of oriental cuisine to many applications. 

 Colors: taking advantage of its integrated factory in Peru, carmine, carminic 
acid and annatto are available with consistence of quality and supply. 

The colours and flavours have been designed for use in a wide variety of applications. 

Besides seafood, meat, sauces, soups, seasonings, snacks and ready meals, they also 

have colours for confectionery, bakery, dairy and even cosmetic industries.  

 

In addition to Halal and Kosher, Activ International is currently the leading 

manufacturer of USDA Certified Organic flavours for the rapidly growing all-natural, 

organic food market. 
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